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Andrew Graham
Founder, Event Director

Andrew started More Than 
Sound in 2017 to break the 
monotony of standard music 
networking events. In addition 
to setting the vision and 
direction for MTS, he also 
records and mixes the latest 
musical talent in Glasgow.

Andrew holds a first class 
honours in Audio Technology 
from Glasgow Caledonian 
University, and a post grad 
from the University of 
Stavanger.

MEET THE TEAM

Chris Ho
Art Director

Chris is responsible for 
everything you see related to 
More Than Sound; he designs 
all the digital and printed 
graphics, and is constantly 
developing the next visual 
branding strategy to make MTS 
stand out from the crowd.

Chris graduated in Architecture 
from the Glasgow School of 
Art with an award for the best 
artwork in his year.

Colum Innes
PR Director

Colum leads the way in 
spreading the word about More 
Than Sound to music creatives. 
Years of management 
experience in the customer 
service industry have honed 
his people skills and ability 
to read the room. An expert 
in engaging people whether 
through social media or well 
constructed video content, he 
is a definite people pleaser.

Colum holds an honours degree 
in Audio Technology from 
Glasgow Caledonian University.

Michael McGill
Marketing Director

Michael understands the 
competitive commercial 
environment and knows what 
drives it. Having experience 
engaging with large corporate 
sponsors such as GSK, PWC, 
and HSBC, he works hard to 
ensure More Than Sound 
continues to grow and thrive 
within the music market.

Michael has a degree in 
Marketing and Economics from 
the University of Strathclyde 
Business School.

Varies from
SOAD to Mozart

Hardcore
Never Dies

Worships the
Wu-Tang

Loves
David Bowie
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MEET. JAM. CREATE.

Our mission

More Than Sound was founded with the 
following principles:

 > Provide a platform for musicians, 
songwriters, and engineers to meet, 
collaborate, and share ideas.

 > Offer different perspectives and 
possible solutions to the hurdles of 
creating and recording music.

Our identity

Our logo (shown above) embodies our core 
ethos of bringing people together; nodes 
represent individuals, lines represent 
the relationships formed between one 
another. People and their expanding 
connections are brought together to 
create “music”, represented by the 
symbolic sine wave associated with 
sound. This is reinforced with a gradient 
palette inspired by the “colours of noise” 
to represent the variety and flow of 
creativity.

Our slogan ”Meet. Jam. Create.” made 
its debut on our marketing campaign in 
2018, and concisely tells our potential 
customers exactly what to look forward to 
at More Than Sound.

We are an original, daring, and
hardworking brand. Recent informal 
feedback shows that the slogan increases 
awareness of our brand and aids 
memorability. 

Nodes = People Lines = Connections

Wave = Music Colours = Creativity
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We are...

More Than Sound, a unique one day 
collaborative music event currently 
based in Glasgow, Scotland. Following our 
successful events at Glasgow Caledonian 
University and the SAE Institute, we 
once again bring together musicians, 
songwriters, and engineers for
More Than Sound 2019.

We challenge

We throw the gauntlet down to these 
individuals to join a team then write, 
record, and submit a piece of music in
an 8 hour race against the clock.

WHAT WE DO

Through the event we encourage people to 
overcome the hurdles that stand between 
them and creating music; producing 
exciting results and stimulating creativity.

We promote 

Following a short break for dinner 
participants are invited to introduce their 
piece of music, afterwards it is played 
back through the venue sound system.

There is also a drinks reception 
with snacks, and an opportunity for 
participants to network and discuss their 
creative process. This section of the event 
is open to other members of the music 
community such as managers, publishers, 
and journalists.

In 2018 we brought together
21 collaborators, old and new, to 
write, perform, and record a piece 
of music in only one day.

would return for
MTS 2019 [1]

92%

said MTS
“exceeded 
expectations” [1]

83%

We collaborate

Holding More Than Sound at the SAE 
Institute annexe building in Glasgow 
immediately plunges our participants into 
a functional music space within a highly 
respected educational establishment, a 
welcome relief from the standard 
“one size fits all” conference space.

The annexe building is located only 
10 minutes from Glasgow city centre 
and is easily accessible by bus and the 
underground. The addition of nearby local 
shops and food outlets, plus campus tours 
throughout the day make the SAE Institute 
the ideal venue for music industry events.

[1] Based on exit survey data from MTS 2018.
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An event like no other

Our event strengthens and promotes 
the Scottish music community, thrusting 
people together who would previously 
never have had the opportunity to meet, 
while allowing students, newbies, and 
other enthusiasts to actively work with 
established members of the music 
community.

Assigning our participants in teams 
enables them to share ideas, learn from 
one another, and develop both artistically 
and technically. For some, it may even 
provide a snapshot experience of a 
working environment for the first time.

By restricting the time, equipment, and 
workspace available, we leave them with 
one resource to get the job done:
their creativity.

By facilitating a shared experience and a 
sense of achievement among participants, 
we create the ultimate environment to 
network effectively and create lasting 
connections within the music industry.

Most events exist to simply bring people 
together but to our knowledge,
More Than Sound is the only one that 
takes participants through the full song 
making process; from idea generation to 
admiring the finished product in just hours.

INSPIRING NEW TALENT

  From SAE’s perspective, More Than Sound
  offered our students an excellent 
opportunity to develop their creative skills
in a relaxed but challenged atmosphere.

Being able to work with engineers and performers 
outside of their normal circle in such a way is 
incredibly beneficial, which is why we were
delighted to support the event going forward.

Paul Grady 
Student Recruitment & Marketing/Audio Programme Lecturer,
SAE Institute Glasgow

“ “
event of it’s kind

1
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Our record

More Than Sound has maintained a
92% satisfaction rate over two years. [2]

92% of attendees were happy with their 
teams and the music that they created, 
which is probably why 35% of attendees 
at MTS 2018 were return customers and 
92% of 2018 participants said they would 
return for MTS 2019. 84% of MTS 2018 
participants identified themselves as 
students or music enthusiasts, the rest as 
music professionals or chose not to say. [3]

A UCAS media survey showed that in 2017 
students spent  £7.2bn  on music, video, 
and games; that’s more than on books and 
other resources combined (£7.1bn). [4]

 A growing demand

Prior to MTS 2017, a survey was conducted 
with 47 individuals active in the Scottish 
music community. 93% stated they were 
“likely to attend” an event of this type with 
55% being “very likely”.

None of the surveyed were aware of an 
existing event of this nature.

The survey also highlighted the lack 
of professional connections as a major 
barrier to success and development within 
the music industry. Of those surveyed, 
47% actively played an instrument and a 
further 38% played, wrote, and recorded 
music.

A NEW MARKET

There is a growing demand for music 
industry events that bring people together, 
with large numbers of tickets sold for 
music conferences in 2017:

“...an increasing number of industry 
professionals are seeking opportunities 
to connect in less traditional 
environments.”
Olaf Funiss (Wide Days founder, 2017)

[2] Based on exit survey data
from MTS 2017 and 2018.
[3] Based on exit survey data from MTS 2018.
[4] Source: UCAS Media student
lifestyle report 2018 PDF.

“...industry professionals are 
seeking opportunities to connect 
in less traditional environments.”

spent by students 
on audio and visual 
entertainment [4]

£7.2bn

were students or 
music enthusiasts at
MTS 2018 [3]

84%
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BACKED BY OTHERS

Support gained

More Than Sound is encouraged and 
supported by the following academics 
and audio businesses based in the UK and 
across Europe:

Ronan Breslin
Owner
La Chunky Recording Studio, Glasgow

Paul Grady
Student Recruitment & Marketing/Audio 
Programme Lecturer
SAE Institute, Glasgow

Dr. David Moore
Chair
Audio Engineering Society (AES), Scotland 

Mark Drews
Programme Leader
Music Production & Recording
University of Stavanger, Norway

David Yoken
Music Senior Lecturer
Turku Arts Academy
Turku University of Applied Sciences, 
Finland

  Music Broth would not be where it is today  
  if it wasn’t for More Than Sound. We are 
very grateful to them and what they are doing 
is energising music lovers to come together 
and feed each others talents and passion.

Felix Slavin 
Founder
Music Broth

“ “
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A unique platform

Our event brings together people from 
every facet of the music creation process 
in one place to do what they know and 
love - create music!

This is a perfect opportunity to reach out 
to your target market on a more personal 
level, in an environment where they are 
primed to engage with your products
and services.

By partnering with More Than Sound, you 
benefit from the following:

 > Increased recognition of your brand.

 > Association with an exciting and 
confident event with a strong  
potential for growth.

 > An opportunity for a brand new 
selling channel.

 > Face to face time and a chance to build 
rapport with our customers.

BECOME A PARTNER

Due to continued positive feedback and 
through our partnership with SAE, we are 
planning to expand More Than Sound to 
3 additional locations, including London, 
from 2020.

We invite you to be a part of this unique 
and exciting event that we intend to 
develop and grow for years to come.

Build relationships with
new customers and create
brand advocates

A new selling channel

MTS venues
from 2020

3
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EXPAND YOUR MARKET

Enrich your brand

As part of our marketing strategy, a 
distribution of 10,000 leaflets and 100 
posters is planned to begin on the
15th of April 2019.

These will be targeted at key locations 
such as music venues, rehearsal spaces, 
recording studios, as well as cafés and 
bars throughout Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Our social media strategy involves 
regularly posting content relevant to our 
event and of interest to our customers. 
More Than Sound will again provide 
a series of talks in Spring 2019 for 
universities and colleges, raising 
awareness of how attending events such 
as More Than Sound is vital to developing 
a career in the music industry.

Partners from all tiers will have their 
logos present on our website and on 
presentation material used at
promotional events. 

Our Festival partners will be given 
exclusive mention on our social media and 
website, with opportunities to advertise 
promotional deals and links to their 
websites - find out more on the
following page.

leaflets

10,000

posters

aimed for distribution 
across Glasgow
and Edinburgh

200

leaflet and poster 
campaign begins

15/4/19
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Partner packs

We offer 3 partnership packs to suit a 
range of businesses:

Gig - £150
 > Your business logo on our marketing 

posters and event website.

 > 2 free tickets to attend the evening 
playback party.

 > 1 promotional insert in delegate bags.
 

Concert - £300
 > Your logo on posters and website.

 > A stall area to promote your products 
during the evening playback party.

 > Price freeze for MTS 2019.

 > 3 promotional inserts in delegate bags.

INVEST IN CREATIVITY

£150

£300

£500

Gig
Concert
Festival

Festival - £500
 > Limited to 3 places.

 > Top tier placement on posters and 
website - a larger logo, displayed more 
prominently in greater frequency.

 > A stall area to promote your products 
during the evening playback party.

 > Exclusive mention on our social media 
platforms and website, with links 
to your website and ability to offer 
discount codes or other promotional 
offers as you see fit.

 > Price freeze for MTS 2019.

 > 5 promotional inserts in delegate bags.
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Get in touch

To discuss opportunities, or discover more 
about More Than Sound, please contact:

Andrew Graham
Event Director
+44 (0)7722 850 079

Michael McGill
Marketing Director
+44 (0)7490 927 017

If you prefer to email, our address is:
info@morethansoundevent.com

Things to note

Marketing
 > Your logos will be displayed from the 

1st of April 2019 to 1st of April 2020.

Stalls
 > Stalls are set up at 7pm and will  

remain until the event concludes.

 > Chairs and power sockets can be 
provided for stalls upon request.

 > Stalls are based on a 1800 x 600mm 
table with space for a small banner or 
other marketing materials.  
If you have any other additional 
requirements, please get in touch.

Pricing
 > Price Freeze: The price for the chosen 

package will stay the same for the 
following year, regardless of the scale 
of the event.

 > Prices confirmed as of writing 
(Partnership Info Pack version 190319).

Delegate Bags
 > Each MTS attendee will receive an SAE 

tote bag upon arrival containing event 
programme, stationery, and additional 
goodies. Partners can also include their 
own promotional materials.

FOR YOUR INFO

SAE Annexe
70 Stanley Street
Glasgow, G41 1JB 
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For info and enquiries please contact:

E: info@morethansoundevent.com
M: Andrew Graham  +44 (0)7722 850 079
 Michael McGill +44 (0)7490 927 017
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